who maintains that the reflex arcs are constituted first by the centripetal nerve and its fibrillary ramifications passing directly into the meshwork of the cortex? that is, into the molecular layer; secondly, by the propagation of the excitation through this molecular plexus ; thirdly, by the transmission of stimuli to the minute lateral branches of the centrifugal or motor nerve fibres. It follows that impulses are transmitted to the superior centres without passing directly through the nerve-cells. Similarly Hansen believes that the voluntary impulses emanating from the nerve fibres which emerge from the superior centres transmit themselves directly to the centrifugal fibres of the inferior centres without passing through the nerve-cells of these centres; and further, that it is impossible to admit that the nerve-cells of the inferior centres possess direct importance either in relation to reflex movements or to the voluntary movements, and that this seems to apply equally well to the nerve-cells of the superior centres.
Dercum remarks that this view forces us to the conclusion that the activity of the nervous system, intelligence, consciousness, &c., is really seated in a fibrillary meshwork of the cortex, the molecular layer, and has nothing to do with the nerve-cells of the cortex. impulses are conveyed from processes to processes through the entire reflex arc, through the entire length of a cortico-efferent, or a cortico-afferent, projection system," without passing through nerve-cells, and that "the function of the nerve-cell body is trophic;" that its " nuclei and nucleoli preside over the nutrition of the long or short fibres which pass out of or grow into them" ; and, further, that Many other thoughts also suggest themselves, and some are extremely interesting. For instance, the receptivity and marvellous adaptability of youth and early manhood appear to depend upon the relatively great Dec. 26, 1896. mobility of cell-processes, while the retarded and restricted mental action so often seen in old age appears to be related to a much-diminished mobility of these processes. Dercum's communication, which is full of original conception, offers most valuable criticism on one of the moot points in practical neurology, and we have consequently extracted the paper somewhat fully.
